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TechKnowledgies: New Imaginaries and Transmigrations within the Humanities, Arts, and
TechnoSciences is a various choice of essays, a lately produced expertise play by means of
William Kennedy, art, and installations that represent, and from time to time resist, the methods
technology and expertise are interacting with the humanities and the arts to provide new
imaginaries and disciplinary transmigrations that gesture in the direction of a school of
tomorrow. As theorists posit new futures and get in touch with for an finish to traditionally
grounded, or discipline-based, so-called silo methods to knowledges, TechKnowledgies a de
facto reorganization of disciplinary obstacles and a migratory spirit have spontaneously infused
the arts with new life. those transmigrations, rather than diffusing the disciplinary terrain, have
bolstered and broadened current fields. they're scary re-mappings of highbrow topography, and,
ironically, have led to extra instead of much less integration. Activated through such great
cultural shifts because the flip from print to visible culture; the technological revolution and its
digital sublimes; the acceleration of clinical advances; the increase and incorporation of mass or
pop culture and the probabilities of replication, the arts are generating built-in knowledges, what
we're calling new TechKnowledgies, that TechKnowledgies interface the humanities, the arts,
the social and difficult sciences with electronic applied sciences and examine rising on the
borders of some of these fields.
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